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Abstract

This Commentary disrupts technology disrupting law. It suggests that “disruption” is increasingly becoming a framework when lawyers write about technology. It is argued that this disruption frame is problematic. It is problematic because it reveals a surprising presentism lacking both a sense of the past and a coherent vision of the future. Further, this presentism produces an essential contradiction. There is a vision of hyper-change; a tsunami of disruption needing law; nevertheless the forms of modern law seemingly endure. This opens to what is fundamentally worrying about the disruption frame. In its affirmation of modern law as able to manage disruption, the disruption frame obscures the significant transformation of law occurring in the digital. Technology is disrupting law in much more significant ways than is being considered by the disruption frame.
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I Disruption

In recent years the word “disruption” has increasingly been used to frame technology’s impact on law.¹ In particular lawyers have identified specific “disruptive technologies” as
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¹ Associate Professor, Law Futures Centre, Griffith Law School, Griffith University. I would like to thank Lyndal Sleep, John Flood, Samuli Haataja, Mark Brady and Morgan Broman whose contributions and conversations developed these arguments. All errors and omissions are my own.
rendering existing laws and legal activity problematic, necessitating clarification and reform. Located in this framework the emergence of big health data is said to create challenges for health law.\(^2\) The development of legal artificial intelligences (AI) and related technologies are seen to threaten the future of the legal profession.\(^3\) 3D printing, it is claimed, interrupts established intellectual property and controlled items regimes.\(^4\) Similarly, the appearance of ride-sharing services requires the rethinking of transport regulation and consumer law\(^5\), while civil drones require changes to aerospace and privacy law.\(^6\) The common thread between these disruptive technologies has been the “digital.” Indeed, “digital disruption” has become embedded in the semiosphere as a catchphrase for a generation concerned with how
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information and communication technologies are seemingly changing social, political and economic relations.⁷

The idea that technology “disrupts” has its origins in Harvard Business School’s Clayton Christensen’s 1997 The Innovator's Dilemma.⁸ In that book Christensen looks at how firms develop products and how decisions to incrementally innovate and improve existing products for existing clients has led to the decline of specific firms. His insight is that established firms fail to develop radically new products for new customers; while new products tend to be developed outside of established market players. He suggests that by the time the new product is gaining market share it is too late in the cycle for the established firm to respond. Within Christensen’s initial context the idea of “disruptive technology” was not tied to the digital; with only one of his case studies on disk-drives manufacturing and innovation over the 1970s-1990s relating to information and communication technologies.⁹ Further, Christensen’s original use of “technologies” was misleading. In his later work he prefers the term “disruptive innovation”, confessing that his focus is on the business model that surrounds the technology rather than the technology itself.¹⁰ His example for this change in emphasis is the motor vehicle. He claims that the elite vehicles produced in the pioneering era of motoring were not disruptive of horse and buggy related transport industries until Henry Ford, the Model T and the business model of mass production emerged in 1908.¹¹

It can be seen that Christensen gave birth to a buzzword that has gone on to flourish in the semiosphere, including in the ways lawyers talk about technology and law. Christensen’s
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critics have suggested that underpinning “disruption”, and explaining its proliferation in the semiosphere, is anxiety and crisis: “Our era has disruption, which despite its futurism, is atavistic. It’s a theory of history founded on a profound anxiety about financial collapse, an apocalyptic fear of global devastation.”\(^{12}\) In Christensen’s work the history of innovation and the rise and fall of firms was something to learn from, mistakes that Harvard MBA alumni running established firms should avoid when making investment decisions.\(^{13}\) Disruption was to be managed, and best avoided so the profits, and the status quo, could continue to flow.

This means that the innocuous suggestion that technology disrupts law freights several problematic assumptions into thinking about law and technology. It is an overstimulated optic that in seeing too much change, fails to perceive and assess the actual transformations occurring. The consequence of disruption’s baggage is impoverished thinking on law and technology.

Hence, in what follows I disrupt technology disrupting law. The first section identifies the theoretical poverty of the disruption frame for thinking law and technology; that it has a surprising presentism lacking both a sense of the past and a coherent vision of the future. I do this through an examination of the legal scholarship that responds to the disruption of automated road vehicles. In the second section it is argued that this presentism produces an essential contradiction. There is a vision of hyper-change; a tsunami of disruption needing law. Yet as will be seen through revisiting the law and automated road vehicle scholarship, law, the forms of modern law endure; a rock in a sea of disruption. The third section argues that disruption’s presentism renders opaque the significant transformation of law occurring in the digital; transformations to the material substrate of what has been known as law.

II The Presentism of Technology Disrupting Law

It would be difficult to charge Christensen with presentism. His innovation texts are case studies about various firms during the twentieth century from which he crafts his theory of disruptive innovation and how it can be managed. However, this historicism is not evident when lawyers talk of technology disrupting law; as can be identified in the recent legal scholarship that has arisen in response to automated road vehicles.

Automated road vehicles are described in law journals as disruptive.14 This disruption tends to have two distinct focuses. The first is a more strictly Christensen related focus – automated vehicles it is suggested have the potential to disrupted established firms and services in the motor vehicle sector. Automated vehicles might herald the rise of innovated firms that disrupt established manufacturers, service providers, and taxi and hire-car providers.15 This disruption might extend to public transport and maybe disrupt some of the car focus-ness of urban planning.16 This is speculation as to the winners and losers in the survival of the fittest within a capitalist ecosystem of self-driving cars. This disruption is not marked by the presentism of the second focus. There is often some allusion that automated road vehicles might involve a repeat of the story Christensen told of Ford and the disruption of the horse and buggy industries.17

17 Thierer and Hagemann, Removing Roadblocks, p. 350. I have some concerns with this condensed historical description of the emergence of mainstream motor vehicles with Ford and the disruption of horse and buggy firms. In the pioneer period of motoring in Australia there was less disruption and much more adoption and
The second focus of disruption has less history; it is that automated road vehicles disrupt law. The suggestion is succulent and anxiety ridden. It is that automated road vehicles displace the foundation of how law has reckoned, regulated and ruled the motor vehicle for the past 100 years, by interrupting the nexus between vehicle and owner/driver. Law of the car – traffic law, motor vehicle liability law, criminal laws relating to the motor vehicle, licensing of drivers and vehicle registration and registries – it is claimed had a simple ontology. Vehicles were things, property that is owned by a competent legal person; while it was the competent legal person’s doing in cars that was the addressee of law’s dictates. The law of the car involved telling the owner/driver what can be done and what cannot be done with motor vehicles.

The disruption of automated vehicles to law – where self-driving hardware and software pilots the vehicle while the human occupants entertain themselves doing non-driving activities – is self-evident. The nexus between vehicle and the traditionally responsible legal person is broken. At this point in the technology disrupting law narrative rhetorical questions flourish. If the vehicle speeds who gets the ticket? Is an occupant or manufacturer liable if there is an accident? Who can have access to the vehicle’s data?

transformation by horse and buggy (and bicycle) firms to the ‘horse-less carriage.’ Many of the early car manufacturers were saddlers or buggy makers and often the first generation of garages began as blacksmiths or bicycle shops. The car was not disruptive in a total way but innovative firms that diversifed from their existing product line to make, sell and service the new machines thrived. See K. Tranter, ‘The History of the Haste-Wagons’: The Motor Car Act 1909 (Vic), Emergent Technology and the Call for Law, Melbourne University Law Review 29 (2005).

Does an occupant of an automated vehicle need to be licensed driver?\textsuperscript{22} Can an intoxicated occupant travel in an automated vehicle?\textsuperscript{23} What can be seen within these questions is an anxiety of the present. The existing law of the car is presented as a static, ahistorical whole.\textsuperscript{24} Detailed and successful, much like Christensen’s established firms, but vulnerable at its very core.

Rhetorical questions like these are a symptom of presentism.\textsuperscript{25} The existing is given and the “what if” presupposes an uncertain and challenging future. What is absent from the automated road vehicle and law scholarship is a sense that the law of the car has always been in flux. It did not just appear instantaneously and fully-formed with Carl Benz but has been continuously reformed through legislation, litigation, standards and public advocacy. Road rules are continuously being updated; litigation is continuous refining liability rules; standards on safety, emissions and fuel consumption change.\textsuperscript{26} It has a history of change, of adaption and development. It has responded to successive disruptions such as the emergence of mass mechanized personal transport, the need to compensate for road trauma, congestion, pollution, and consumer rights.

While the past of car law is obscured by the focus on disruption, its future is as well. Thinking law and technology invokes a speculative jurisdiction; envisioning of how...

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
technologies would lead to change. However, the focus of disruption on a specific technology – automation of vehicles – limits the vista of the future. Historians of technology rarely identify linear change from a single technology. Indeed, Christensen in his revised term “disruptive innovations” seems to acknowledge this; that observable change happens when a combination of hard technological things and soft technological processes and practices coincide. Technologies tend to come in clusters, bound up with changing social practices and economic relations. For the motor vehicle and the law of the car, automation is only one vector of change; with electrification and collectivization also transforming the car-system. The future of the car will involve automation but it also will involve the transition to electric vehicles and the decline of the oil distribution network, as well as increasing numbers of consumers moving away from a property model of car ownership to a contract model of purchasing automobile transport when required. To get a better vision of the future of the motor vehicle, and the needs of future car law, a patient cartography of how these vectors are remaking the car and automobility is required. This is not what the disruption frame allows. The myopic focus on the disruption of automation renders the future partial and out of focus. The disruption frame does not presuppose a past; nor does it really see the future. It is anxiously stuck in the present; concerned with what the future holds yet ignorant of its past.

This presentism of technology disrupting law leads directly to an essential contradiction; an emphasis on the need for legal change yet a continual affirmation of law as it has been known; a desire to manage disruption using the forms and tools of modern law.

Barton Beebe observed that modern law and lawyers abhorred a vacuum.\textsuperscript{31} In his review of the Sputnik-era space law scholarship, he identified a profound anxiety that mid-twentieth century space travel had found, quite literally, a space that was without law.\textsuperscript{32} The solution was calls for more law – international treaties, registries of space launches, laws relating to liability, and space resource access schemes.\textsuperscript{33} Anxiety over a lack of law was confidently answered by calls for law. Although “disruption” did not feature in Sputnik-era space law scholarship, the current technology disrupting law frame dances the same two-step. The emphasis on disruption – on how emerging technological change renders existing laws out of date – waltzes directly to requirements for law reform.

This can be seen in the automated road vehicles disrupting law scholarship. The rhetorical questions produce a roadmap for reform. Traffic law needs to be amended to deem occupants of vehicles “drivers”\textsuperscript{34}; liability between occupants and manufacturers needs to be clarified\textsuperscript{35}; protocols for data privacy and data sharing should be established\textsuperscript{36}, clarification should be given whether intoxicated passengers in automated vehicles are driving under the

\textsuperscript{32} Op. cit.
\textsuperscript{34} Brock, Don’t Need Drivers, Peck, Fatehi, Douma and Lari, SDVs Are Coming, pp. 869-70, Smith, Probably Legal.
\textsuperscript{36} J. Schoonmaker, ‘Proactive Privacy for a Driverless Age’, Information and Communications Technology Law, 25 (2016).
influence, and uniform national laws and standards should be established. Indeed, the disruption of automated vehicles creates the need for hyper-change to the specific rules that make up the law of the car.

Furthermore this change is to be ongoing. The pioneer period of automation requires specific regimes for trialing and testing. The transition from a human driven vehicle fleet to an automated fleet would require clarity of liability and responsibility between human and vehicles during the mixed fleet interregnum; while a mature automated vehicle fleet might see the repeal of the driver licensing regimes. This seemingly establishes the disruption of automated road vehicles as requiring a cavalcade of legal change. The law will be in flux. There will be change. This is exactly what is captured by the phrase “technology disrupting law.” The certainty of the law of the car will be overtaken by attempts to catch-up with automated road vehicles.

However, notwithstanding disruption’s underlying suggestion of crisis – that the substance of positive law needs to change – it is actually less dramatic than it seems. Indeed, positivism is nothing else but the theorization of substantive legal change. H.L.A. Hart’s concept of law was about identification of what was the legal system notwithstanding that substantive precepts change. Indeed, jurisdictions around the world can be seen as starting the reform process of changing law to accommodate automated vehicles. Reports have been
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commissioned, recommendations made and legislation proposed or adopted. This seems less crisis and more the working of a positivist legal system with well-oiled “rules of change.” Rational identification of the greatest good in adapting law to automated vehicles is being translated into sensible legislative reform. That the word “driver” might disappear from the traffic law, or that manufacturers might be deemed liable for injury caused by automated vehicles, or that occupants in vehicles operating in autonomous mode, might be exempt from the current prohibition on holding personal electronic devices, will change the everyday of automobility, but law in its modern institutional form of legislation, of regulation, of registries, of executive and judicial decision-makers, of policing and prosecutions, seemingly endures. Automated road vehicle lawyers are as confident as their Sputnik-era ancestors, that law, as had been know, can regulate the new frontier.

In this it can be seen that the claim that technology is disrupting law is not as dramatic and crisis inducing as it sounds. Some of the substance of the existing law of the car needs to change, but modern law, the law of legislation, decision-makers, regulation and registries, continues. Whatever the challenges of disruptive technology, there is confidence that the tools and resources of modern law are up to the task of ensuring a non-disruptive future. Any disruption is due to the elites of policy-makers, legislators and their advisors failing to
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react or being captured by partisan perspectives. The joy of this perspective is that disruption point to a failure of the political will in not adequately using the machinery of modern law to ensure a smooth future, rather than with the machinery of modern law.

Which opens to the much more profound question regarding the machinery of modern law, whether it will endure so as to ensure the desirable smooth future? The disruption frame confidently suggests the forms and processes of modern law (forms and processes that emerged within a very specific material context) will continue into the future. This is the irony of the technology disrupting law frame. It sees disruption and legal change everywhere but in doing so affirms a vision of law as it has been known. The irony is that they might be right in a more basic sense; that the digital is disrupting law.

IV The Actuality of Technology Disrupting Law

Cornelia Vismann brought attention to law as a material practice. Her thesis was that what was considered law, legal practice and legal relations depends on the material forms and the technologies of organizing of those material forms.46 The movement from scroll to codex allowed the codification projects of the Roman jurists.47 Similar, printing, typing, mechanized copying and the technologies of file management, gave rise to modern law of designated decision-makers, registries and bureaucracy. It can be seen that the theorization of modern law is an intense mediation on how to do things with paper. Modern jurisprudence with its anxieties over interpretation, consistency, authority, discretion, is bound up with making a workable order that involves humans and paper.48 The law that is confidently

47 Op. cit. 41-47
48 K. Tranter, “‘Come a Day there Won’t be Room for Naughty Men Like Us to Slip About at All’: the Multi-Medium Outlaws of *Serenity* and the Possibilities of Post-Literate Justice”, *Law Text Culture* 16 (2012).
suggested can manage the disruption of technology is precisely this law. It is the law of legislation which crudely can be seen as the sovereign’s written commands. It is the law of court decisions, where judges read past texts so as to craft a new text that determines rights and liabilities in a specific instance.\(^{49}\) It is the law of paper registries, where there is an actual, physical archive that allows hierarchical control over access. It is a law that serious theorists can analogize to a “chain novel”, where the soft technologies of humans reading and writing on paper are set out as the essence of law.\(^{50}\) The machinery of law that is supposed to prevent the disruption of technology is correctly a “paper machine.”\(^{51}\)

But as any lawyer concerned with technology disrupting law would superficially acknowledge these paper-based legal activities are in transition. The digital allows different engagements with information than the linearity of reading, writing and archiving paper. At one level the law has been cushioned by the impact of the digital. As Vismann notes there is a legacy effect when there is change in the material substrate of information in a reluctance to embrace the potential of the new media.\(^{52}\) In law computerization for the past 30 years has not changed the basic practice of law as an analogue human-centered activity of reading and writing. The digital, up until now, has sped up searches and allowed electronic versions of documents to be served and submitted. While paper might have increasingly been dispensed with, its forms, quite literally, still reigned supreme. There were just electronic versions of documents, forms and folders that still required human reading and decision-making.\(^{53}\) That this information was screened rather than printed was mostly immaterial. The digital was an aid to modern law and lawyering, increasing productivity, decreasing the physical

\(^{52}\) Vismann, *Files*, p.163.
consumption of wood pulp and reducing the expenses incurred with managing the spatial
physicality of paper.

However, the digital can do more than making it more convenient to find, write and make decision about documents. The hallmarks of the digital are speed, rigidity and automation.54 Algorithmic justice can organize data and make decisions differently to humans working paper apparatuses. This is not necessarily evident in legal AI research bots like ROSS or online dispute resolution services or, to continue the car theme, the contesting of parking fine apps.55 These applications organize and synthesize law, facts and precedents for human consideration and consumption. The human remains in the drivers-seat. There is automation of the intellectual menial tasks – identification of relevant authority, common facts and precedents and the piecing together of a first draft of a legal text – to make legal work cheaper and quicker. The challenge of the digital is with the programming of the human and its modern legal skills in reading, writing and analogue judgement, out of decision-making systems.

Lawrence Lessig, a long time ago, reassured that the digital would not be a lawless space. Rather the code will be law.56 There is a slight-of-hand going on within Lessig now familiar slogan. Code as law is not what lawyers writing about disruptive technologies see as law. His law must be juxtaposed with the early anarchical ideology of the Net as anything goes that he was attempting to distinguish. Lessig’s code as law concerned order, structure and predictability, rather than modern law’s commands of sovereigns and centralized, hierarchical decision-makers. His claim was that in the digital, code can be seen as doing some of the structural functions that modern law did in earlier eras.

But in doing so it does not have to recreate the institutions and practices of modern law. There are two examples. The first can be seen in the emergence of next-generation e-government services. The Australian government recently reoriented the entire social security payments system as a smartphone based app. This facilitates through simply proto-literate taps and swipes on colorful icons, a direct data exchange between the welfare recipients and the government’s servers. Further, this 24/7 data-flow of push-notifications and GPS enable surveillance was one stream feeding a swollen data river of information about the recipient and their relationships from banks, childcare centers, hospitals and other branches of government. This is then in real-time sampled and strained by algorithms that make immediate decisions about eligibility, payment amounts and debts. A minor character from the pantheon of modern law, the officious social welfare bureaucratic, making moralistic and prejudicial decisions about the deservingness of the poor seems to be disrupted by a system that gathers its own data and makes its own decisions without the need for humans and their petty prejudices. However, what also is disrupted is the essential constellation of modern law. The sovereign that commands, and gives and takes away now hides behind something that resembles a social media platform. The subject has the convenience of ease of engagement provided they submit to a regime of total surveillance.

The second can be seen in the anti-law activity of some the disruptors in Christensen’s sense in the development of automated road vehicles. Recently, both Uber and Otto have resisted some of the early automated vehicle law that required special approvals and licenses from traffic authorities for the trialing of self-driving vehicles on public roads. Replicating
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some of the brazen law-breaking of the share-economy apps, the strategy suggests the irrelevance of the institutions and practices of modern law to the digital. Notwithstanding, the confident claims of the automated road vehicle scholarship that law as it has been known can manage disruption, this disregard hints otherwise. The suggestion is that an automated vehicle networks needs not the state to function. It is very conceivable to envisage a swarm of automated vehicles being ordered, predictable and safe without road-rules, traffic police and road signage, whose standards and quality are ensured through consumer ratings and reviews, and disputes and liability being handed by instantaneous algorithmic justice. In the social security app example the state can be seen removing the human from the gathering of facts and the making of decisions. In the resistance of the automated vehicle disruptors to state control; what is being suggested is the removal not just of humans from decision making but the state as well.

As the materiality of information changes in the digital what is considered law will also change.\(^61\) This is something very different to the debates within first generation cyberlaw scholarship that Lessig was responding to. The suggestion is not an analogy to what David R Johnson and David Post argued regarding the uniqueness of the cyberspace with its lack of physical geography that required new forms of laws without borders.\(^62\) Indeed, as the 2000s progressed it became increasing clear that those old border focused geographical Leviathans, the nation states, could, using the established tools of modern law regulate and police cyberspace, just as they regulated and policed outer-space four decades previously.\(^63\) Rather the suggestion is that the digital with its speed, rigidity and automation is transforming what law is – not just within what was known as cyberspace or on the road or in outer-space – but
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in its totality as a material practice. Vismann’s point was that transformation of the materiality of information in early Imperial Rome from scroll to codex eventually facilitated transformations in how law was thought about and practiced through the codification of the Institutes. Changes to the materiality of information management led to new forms of law and legal practice. My suggestion is that the maturing of the digital represents a new epoch in the materiality of information which, with its speed, rigidity and automation, is disrupting the old paper and human machine of modern law.

It is the obscuring of this transformation by the disruption frame that is the problem for law and technology because it distracts from critical thinking about the form of law that is hardening in the digital. The speed, rigidity and automation of the digital means that once code, networks and algorithms are established, wholesale change is difficult. Redesigning modern law was in retrospect relatively easy; lawyers and decision makers were made aware of new precepts and expected to abide, with the threat of a malpractice suit or appeals to ensure compliance. The last 30 years of computerization has suggested that the digital involves archaeological strata of codes that become ossified and difficult to change. The familiar updates and patches of the digital tend to add further strataums, rather than deep change. What this means is there is critical work to be done in programming the basics of digital law before the networks solidify. Modern law became very experienced at identifying and managing the problems of a legal system comprising humans and paper and in doing so operationalized certain basic values – the rule of law which was concerned with fidelity to the text and individual rights as a counter balance to the excessive totality of sovereignty. What features of modern law, if any, should become encoded in the architecture of the digital is an essential issue for lawyers to grapple with in the present. Further it needs to be considered
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whether the radical difference of the digital means an entire new ontology, one based on taking information seriously for example, should be design principle.

What I am suggesting is that technology is disrupting law. However, by focusing on the obvious specifics and anxieties of a “disruptive technology”, lawyers are trapped in an anxious present that can only see the churning of the substantive precepts of existing laws. In this present the wider transformations from modern to digital law are obscured. While I am not disregarding the need for immediate reform in response to technological-driven change, the disruption frame’s lack of a past and its cloudy future is a less than ideal for this pragmatic project. Rather there needs to be more integrated analysis that co-locates the specifics of immediate reform within the context of designing the digital future. Calling for modern law to cushion technological disruptions of the digital has role while the transition from paper to the digital is unfolding; but it must not obscure the more essential task of actively establishing the networks and protocols of the digital successor to modern law.

V Conclusion

In summary the disruption frame offers a less than ideal matrix through which to think law and technology. The focus on a “disruptive technology” tends to result in analysis that has two limitations. The first is a narrowing of the temporal focus. Disruption establishes an anxious present that has no understanding of its past and a cloudy conception of its future. The second is that this presentism tends to result in a reaffirmation of the tools and techniques of modern law to manage disruption. Disruption sets up an urgent law reform agenda of fixing the law so as to catchup with the feared consequences of technological change.
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However, this emphasis on fixing the substantive bits of the existing modern legal apparatus obscures more fundamental transformations at play. The digital is disrupting law, but not because cars are becoming self-driving robots rendering some provisions of the existing traffic rules ludicrous. Law as a material practice is a system of information management; and modern law at essence can be characterized as a material practice of information management that uses paper and humans. The digital with its features of speed, rigidity and automation fundamentally challenges – disrupts, even – the features and manifestations of modern law. The disruption frame is problematic for law and technology because it disguises the very real, and given the rigid ossification of code, the very urgent task, of determining what values, processes and structures should be built into the emerging architecture of digital law.